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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
A nexus is a connection or series of connections linking two or more things. A major 3 
nexus is when several seemingly disparate ideas connect at certain key points and the 4 
connection actually creates a new paradigm — or generates social movement that can 5 
destroy a civilization, or save one. I'll explain later. To break a major nexus one must 6 
either attack the points of connection between these disparate ideas, or emphasize the 7 
polarizing aspects of each to the point it rips them apart, the points of connection 8 
collapse. This must be done with vigor, passion, intensity, diligence, and loving 9 
aggression: the aggression of a mother bear attacking a threat to her cubs. 10 
More on Mueller — the rogue special persecutor — uh, prosecutor has a game plan: a 11 
Deep State-Democrat nexus. 12 
Who is fomenting the hate in this country? Whoopi says it's Trump. Really? The 13 
discontented-Democrat nexus. 14 
The Putin-Trump nexus? What's the deal? Is Trump kissing up to Putin, or is Putin 15 
kissing up to Trump? A nexus of interests leading to war? 16 
Kavanaugh update — is this appointment the death knell to Abortion; is it the end of 17 
Mueller? How does that connect? What's the Kavanaugh-Trump nexus? 18 
Remember November — how are the mid-terms shaping up? "Socialism" is on the ballot. 19 
The Anti-America as founded-Democratic Socialist nexus. 20 
Okay, my friends; it's time for your brain massage. 21 
[TRUTH] 22 
A nexus is a connection or series of connections linking two or more things. A major 23 
nexus is when several seemingly disparate ideologies (and the groups that coalesce around 24 
them) connect at certain key points and these connections create a new but usually false 25 
paradigm — which is a worldview that serves as the basis for social action. 26 
One simple example is when the interests of White Supremacists connect at certain key 27 
points with the interests of conservative Christians supporting President Trump. There is 28 
far more that separates these groups and the points of connection are superficial, and 29 
even false; since the objectives of each are actually opposite. 30 
Another example would be the agenda of the far left finding multiple points of 31 
connection to a certain political party in America, called the Democrats, which 32 
connections were embraced and encouraged for political expediency on one side, the 33 
Democratic Party, and the advance of an ideology on the part of the socialists, on the 34 
other — so that the Democrat Party has been fundamentally changed into an entirely 35 
different thing that it was before. The Democrat Party today is not the Party my Dad 36 
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supported throughout my life until Reagan. I remember him telling me the Democrat 37 
party had become unAmerican, and he could no longer support it. 38 
A major nexus can generate a destructive or a constructive social movement that can 39 
destroy or save a movement, or even a civilization. 40 
A major nexus is forming that could destroy America as founded — but another nexus is 41 
forming that could save it. We need to focus on breaking the Anti-American nexus and 42 
encouraging the Save America nexus. 43 
There are two effective ways to break a negative major nexus. First, one must attack the 44 
points of connection between these disparate ideas, show that the connection is deceptive 45 
(that it is based in one or more lies), and is dangerous (actually destructive of the end it 46 
pretends to serve). And/Or, second, we must emphasize the greater number of polarizing 47 
aspects in each of these ideologies and the groups they create; we must agitate the 48 
differences, expose the reality that these groups have differences far greater than their 49 
points of connection, and do this to the point it rips them apart, the points of connection 50 
collapse. This must be done with vigor, passion, intensity, diligence, and loving 51 
aggression: the aggression of a mother bear defending her cubs. 52 
We need to be the mother bears defending our Constitution, our Republic, economic, 53 
social, religious, and political freedom, and our Christian based cultural values that serve 54 
as the only sure support these things. 55 
Let me illustrate how this works so you can follow what follows. 56 
As you know, White Supremacists attempt from time to time to attach to the Republican 57 
Party. Sometimes they even attempt to attach themselves to the conservative side of that 58 
party, and have even gone so far as to attempt to make a connection with the Christian 59 
conservative side of that party. Liberal media cooperates with this, and attempts to foster 60 
the lie that these groups are connected. (They understand how this will destroy the 61 
Christian conservative movement.) 62 
The points of connection capitalized on are areas of shared interests between the two 63 
groups. The White Supremacists share a common interest, say, in controlling 64 
immigration; securing our borders is a huge concern that is shared by many Americans of 65 
all sorts of different groups. In a healthy group, what happens is there is an aggressive 66 
outcry focusing on the things that separate them from the other groups—what 67 
differentiates them.  68 
This is emphasized loudly, consistently, aggressively, diligently, and incessantly, until that 69 
point of connection snaps — it no longer serves as a connector between the groups, and 70 
the two groups separate, and often even become antagonists — because now they are 71 
focused on the far more egregious points of disagreement. 72 
But what happens if a group sees an advantage in the association. What would happen, if, 73 
for example, the Republicans at large saw a benefit in including the White Supremacists 74 
within their circle? Invariably, some of the members of the White Supremacists would 75 
work their way into leadership positions, and over time, more and more of the values of 76 
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the Supremacists group would influence the policies of the group until over time an 77 
entirely new paradigm would develop for that group. 78 
This is exactly what happened to the Democrat Party. Far left ideologues found points of 79 
connection with the Democrat party (worker unions, concern for the poor, the 80 
downtrodden, the disenfranchised, and so forth). My Dad used to say he believed the 81 
Democrat party was for "the little guy." And of course, you know that standing up in 82 
defense of the helpless, taking the side of the underdog, this is a deeply ingrained 83 
American value—it's sort of imprinted on our collective psyche, rooted back into 84 
American Revolution when underdog America beat the then mighty British Empire. It 85 
goes deeper, too, back into the American experience with religious persecution, and 86 
slavery. So this is what made the Democrat Party attractive to many. But it was a deceitful 87 
connection — the same Party that succeeded at connecting with so many on these issues, 88 
was in fact the party that encouraged and supported slavery, that advanced policies that in 89 
fact made the rich richer and the poor poorer, that created an entire social under class of 90 
government dependents. 91 
It was a deceitful and destructive connection, but it prevailed because it was not 92 
vigorously, energetically, passionately, and incessantly pointed out. Instead, many on the 93 
right felt they would be made to appear as though they were not for the underdog, that 94 
they were against the poor and needy if they attempted to expose these differences — and 95 
in many cases the right had poor apologists for the truth, while the left had effective 96 
apologists, demagogues, really, that were better at lying than the holders of the truth were 97 
at telling the truth. 98 
Anyway, there was a time when it could be argued that the Democrats were representing 99 
the "little guy" — but the evil ideologies of Marxism capitalized on the darkest aspects of 100 
human nature (envy, in this case the envy of the poor against the rich), and attached 101 
themselves to the Democrat Party at that point of connection. Instead of the Democrats 102 
uniting against Marxists, and raising a hue and cry, and aggressively, passionately, and 103 
energetically exposing the differences between them, they quietly accepted their support, 104 
and used their energy and passion to win elections — so, inevitably, over time, 105 
Communists rose in the ranks of the Democrat Party, until today they are beginning to 106 
openly declare themselves Democratic Socialists1 (as, for example, Alexandria Ocasio-107 
Cortez who is running as a Democratic Socialist of America (DSA), who lately beat out 108 
Joe Crowley in a New York primary. The DSA is the group that celebrated the birthday of 109 
Karl Marx at one of their conventions2 — and some of the old guard Dems are alarmed. I 110 
mean even Pelosi is disturbed3 — that woman is a reeking Communist, but it seems she 111 
does not know it). That's what has happened to the Democrat Party — it cut its ties to our 112 
Founders and drifted away until now it's anchored in Marxist Harbor.  113 
                                         
1 https://www.printfriendly.com/p/g/532kvj 
2 https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=Democratic+Socialists+of+America&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-
LVT9c3NEwzqzTOK0w3U-LUz9U3MMyuLKzQMsoot9JPzs_JSU0uyczP0y9IzS_ISbXKL8lILVIoyM_JLMlMTsxRSExLy8zJTAQp 
KQYAP9UZaVAAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjbrOi4xLDcAhVsx1QKHaveDD8QmxMI6wEoATAf&biw=1920&bih=1019 
3 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nancy-pelosi-says-socialism-is-not-ascendant-in-the-democratic-party/ https://www.cnn.com/ 
2018/07/21/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-25-days-congress-democratic-socialist-new-york/index.html 
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It used to be a group of people who were at least true blooded Americans but had a soft-114 
headed approach to addressing social problems; now they are blatant Socialists with a 115 
hard-headed stubborn commitment to polices that are actually destructive to the original 116 
goals of the Democrat Party — at least to the goals they have used to define themselves to 117 
the America people. 118 
Okay, that should be enough to make you ready for segment two of your deep brain 119 
massage for today. Hold on through the break. I'll be right back. 120 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 121 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 122 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 123 
liberty. 124 
More on Mueller — the rogue special persecutor — uh, prosecutor has a game plan: a 125 
symptom of the Deep State-Democrat nexus. 126 
Who created what has come to be called the deep state? First, what are we talking about? 127 
The Deep State refers to "a body of people, typically influential members of government 128 
agencies or the military, believed to be involved in the secret manipulation or control of 129 
government policy." The expression was coined in the early 1900s from a group called 130 
derin devlet (Arabic—translates in English to Deep State) and has its origins in a Turkish 131 
expression—referring the influence of bureaucrats embedded in government who work 132 
together and undercover to subvert the standing public government. There have always 133 
been theories about a shadow government, same thing as Deep State, but I have had to 134 
give up the hunt for when the expression Deep State first appeared in American parlance 135 
— I mean that specific expression of it. I understand Ron Paul used it in 2007, but it 136 
appears that it became an American household word coming into and after the last 137 
presidential campaign. 138 
The fact is, however, bureaucracies naturally evolve into a sort of government within the 139 
government all on their own. I've done shows on that in the past — but when it takes 140 
shape in the DOJ or FBI or the DOD, of the DOE (where they are presently creating tests 141 
that score a child's beliefs and attitudes, targeting them for the creation of curriculum that 142 
will condition their values — it used to be called values clarification, and it's still being 143 
pursued so we hope Betsy DeVos will address this problem soon4) — but, anyway, when 144 
bureaucrats become ensconced in powerful levels of government and are driven by a 145 
personal political agenda, that's one thing. But when they begin coordinating their efforts, 146 
like Strzok and Page, like Mueller and Rosenstein, with the passive cooperation of 147 
Sessions, and they have as their agenda the undermining of a duly elected President — it 148 
becomes, as they say in Oz, a horse of a different color. It becomes treason, and it 149 
becomes subversion, and it undermines our Constitutional Republic — which means it 150 
threatens the liberties of every American. 151 

                                         
4 684.13.1-Tests That Score A Child's Beliefs http://www.bvsde.paho.org/bvsacd/cd57/measuring/sect1.pdf 
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When these particular political-bureaucrats are appointed by certain Presidents, such as 152 
Obama, they are carefully selected for their loyalty to the commitment to transforming 153 
America as founded into a Dictatorship-of-the-ELITE (a la Soros and those who own 154 
him), they burrow down deep into the apparatus of the government, receiving their 155 
marching orders not from the Constituted government of the US but from outside that 156 
power structure. 157 
When in power, well now they openly wear a mask of DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM but 158 
behind the scenes they rule through a carefully controlled Cabal, they are committed to 159 
advancing that purpose day in and day out and year after year. 160 
The way these things develop is very complex, but it does not have to be an overt agreed 161 
to strategy. Human nature has in it certain inclinations that very naturally work into this 162 
sort of thing. 163 
In other words, it is not necessary to suppose that Obama, Hillary, Comey, Schifty Schiff, 164 
Mueller and Rosenstein and Strzok and Page took a meeting where they hatched this 165 
conspiracy — each wanted Hillary to be President, each despised Trump and hated the 166 
idea that he could become President and hate even more the idea that he is President. It 167 
does not surprise us that Hillary hires an opposition research team, who finds it in their 168 
interests, and Hillary's, to find dirt on Trump, they can't find anything juicy enough that 169 
if it went public it would actually hurt him, so this guy, a former British agent, who has 170 
contacts in Russia, is hired by Hillary's opposition research team (Fusion GPS) to get 171 
something that would connect Trump to Russia in order to suggest he could be 172 
blackmailed and brought under Russia's control if President, hence the dossier. Now, how 173 
to get it to America? Let's do that through Steele's British contacts — so Strzok goes to 174 
England, gets the Dossier, brings it back; and Comey gets it, reads it, thinks it's probably 175 
not true, but arranges for some strategic leaks to get out there, hoping to damage Trump 176 
and help Hillary. Meanwhile he has mounting pressure on him to investigate and if 177 
allegations are proven to indict Hillary, so he is dragging his feet on that, conflicted about 178 
what to do. He flip flops a bit, these are human beings, you understand? So Comey signs 179 
off on getting a warrant to surveil Trump's campaign, based, as they have admitted, 180 
primarily on the Steele-dossier, the one they knew to be phony, but they did not reveal 181 
this to the judge, nor the fact that it was opposition research paid for by the Clinton 182 
campaign, and on that they spied on an American citizen, a candidate for President, 183 
legally—but illegally: on the authority of a warrant that was granted on false information 184 
— and all of this in hopes to hinder Trump from becoming President, and help Hillary. 185 
But the unthinkable happens. Trump becomes President — OH NO! — so now it's all 186 
going to come out, and it's time to work together to stop Trump from ever being able to 187 
expose all this, so the pressure mounts on the players to start covering themselves, — 188 
President Trump fires Comey because of his ineptness — they have to make that about 189 
Trump and not about Comey's refusal to do his job and investigate Hillary — it is 190 
becoming more important than ever before that some evidence is found to implicate 191 
Trump in a Russian conspiracy — something Putin is only too happy to encourage. (And 192 
let me interject here in case I don't get to it, running out of time here, BE CAREFUL MR. 193 
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PRESIDENT ABOUT ANY FRATERNIZATION WITH PUTIN— he cannot be trusted. 194 
He will work with the Deep State to undermine you!!!!!) 195 
Following this? Good! 196 
So, after Comey is fired, Strzok sees that it as urgent to take action — writes to his 197 
girlfriend a text saying that now that McCabe was in charge (one of their own that they 198 
can trust), they needed to "open the case we've been working on" — that's the Russian 199 
collusion thing.5 In fact, there is reason to hope Lisa Page will seek an immunity deal and 200 
spill — but, my friends, it remains to be seen. It will only happen if they get hard evidence 201 
that would support a conviction, unless somewhere along the way she grows a conscience. 202 
They are becoming disturbingly desperate. I think Trump has been set up by the Dems 203 
using Putin (and Putin using the Dems). So far, these jackals jump too soon and their 204 
schemes unravel in their hands. Let's hope Trump does not get caught in one of Putin's 205 
snares. (Don't think for one moment Putin wanted Trump to be President — that's the 206 
big lie they hope they can tell often enough that your defenses will let down and you'll end 207 
up accepting it — no way! Putin is a Hillary guy — Uranium One, reset button, I mean 208 
this goes way back, Kennedy conspiring with Russia against Reagan, need I go on — 209 
anyone who is tricked into buying this nonsense that Putin was working to get Trump 210 
elected should just put on the dunce cap and wear it in public). Anyway, the Schiff-shark 211 
smells blood in the water — did Trump take the bait? This picture I'm looking at, of 212 
Schiff, he even looks like a shark; really he looks like he is demon possessed. Strzok has 213 
that same look lately; these people are getting troublingly desperate — their devils are 214 
showing. Schiff wants to subpoena the interpreter who attended President Trump's 215 
meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin.  216 
Nunes blocked Schiff's motion, which, by the way, was presented contrary to the rules of 217 
the House Intelligence Committee, but these guys don't care about rules. 218 
I think Nunes nailed it — the Dems are desperate. They are trying to run out the clock — 219 
hoping the Senate can be turned back to their control in November. 220 
The FBI is obstructing justice. 221 
Nunes said, "It's the oldest trick in the book. We are getting a very slow snail-pace 222 
cooperation that is clearly designed to wait until next week when Congress adjourns." But 223 
he went on to say, "Now, I have news for them. They are still going to have to come in and 224 
give depositions. They may think they are not going to, but they are going to be coming 225 
in and getting depositions throughout the summer."6 226 
The fight is on. The dark side is seething and afraid — and that makes them very 227 
dangerous. You pray for our President. I'm telling you, Putin cannot be trusted. He will 228 
work for and with the communists in our government to further the subversion of 229 

                                         
5 https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/19/gaetz-strzok-
…dium=email&utm_term=daily&utm_content=links&utm_campaign=20180719 
6 https://www.breitbart.com/video/2018/07/19/nunes-doj-fbi-banking-o…dium=email&utm_term=daily&utm_content 
=links&utm_campaign=20180719 
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America as founded. Mueller is a thug, Rosenstein is a snake; it would not surprise me at 230 
all if Putin has been read in on a plan to take Trump out.  231 
So, you see what happens? Disparate groups with widely different ideological centers 232 
make connections at points of mutual interest. When these connections are solidified, 233 
ideological corruption begins, only, like the law of thermodynamics, like the law of 234 
gravity, there is a law of corruption and it always prevails. That law says that one bad 235 
apple in the barrel corrupts all the good apples over time, but no amount of good apples 236 
in the barrel will ever reverse the corruption of that one bad apple.  237 
So what can you do? Here is something you can do right now. Send a donation to ACLJ 238 
— that is Jay Sekulow's group and they are doing God's work here. They have filed 11 239 
lawsuits against "the lawless - taxpayer-funded - Deep State bureaucracy." They are 240 
winning these cases, and these cases can break the effort of Mueller and company and 241 
expose them to the world. Sekulow is up against an enemy that has unlimited resources 242 
— and they need our help. Send them a check today, or go online and make a donation.7 243 
Go to aclj.org. Make a donation, help these people fight these enemies of our liberty in the 244 
courts — use the freedom we have and our access to legal recourse while you have it. 245 
Then, this Sunday, meet me at the Lighthouse. I'll be discussing this from a biblical 246 
perspective, and I'll layout our prayer and fasting plan. 247 
Remember November — I don't have time to offer my update on how things are shaping 248 
up for November, but here is one thing you must understand. This is not only a political 249 
war, this is a spiritual war; it is primarily a spiritual war. You need to know how to fight it. 250 
Jesus complained that His enemies know how the world works better than His own 251 
disciples understand how the Kingdom works. They know how to manipulate the "world 252 
system," but God's own children do not understand how to, as it were, "work the system" 253 
of the KINGDOM OF GOD. You'll learn about that Sunday night. 254 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me know if you see them. 255 
It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread 256 
the warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say LIGHTS 257 
OFF — which means you reject what I’m saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what 258 
will it be today, lights on, or lights off? 259 
Email me by going to our web site at brainmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 260 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 261 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 262 

                                         
7 https://aclj.org/government-corruption/deadline-looming-defeat-the-deep-state-in-court-gifts-doubled?utm_medium=Email&utm_ 
source=ExactTarget&utm_campaign=d-07202018_top-GC_seg-FR20exFBR_typ-FR_sub-B 


